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What is the smallest component of the matter? You may have learned that it 

is an atom, but in the last 100 years, physicists have found that atoms are 

composed of nuclei and electrons moving around nuclei, and nuclei are also 

formed by protons and neutrons. In more recent days, protons and neutrons a

re also found to be compounds of smaller elementary particles, called “Qua

rk”s by physicists. In this sense, we can regard a quark as the smallest u

nit of matter. In more accurate expression, the proton is the formation of 

two “Up” quarks and one “Down” quark, which is in contrast to the neutr

on formed by two down quarks and one up quark. 

According to how quarks and nuclei form larger compounds, various particles 

can exist and the same particles can exhibit different properties. Back in 

the 1950s, surveying such particles was one of the researchers’ interests. 

Some physicists established experiments that recorded the particle tracks i

n special materials. They also planned to carry such experiments with a bal

loon at a high altitude, expecting cosmic rays there could produce particle

s that were rare in the ground. In one of the experiments, researchers obse

rved an unusual star shape track[1]. Star shape was found to be the footpri

nts of multiple particles emitted from nuclei and cosmic rays interaction, 

but confused the researchers. No one could explain its weird shape with the 

knowledge up until that point but they concluded that the new particle name

d “Lambda” could involve the interaction. Now modern scientists know what 

it was. Lambda is similar to protons and neutrons but the difference is tha

t it contains in itself an unusual quark, called a “Strange” quark. 



 

Some of you wonder why it is named strange. The historical and accurate exp

lanation is a little bit complicated, but briefly, one can explain that str

ange quarks don't appear in ordinary situations and disappear immediately. 

This is mainly because strange quark is much heavier than up and down quark

s. Lambda is the formation of up, down and strange quarks and is much heavi

er than its friends proton and neutron. Generally in particle physics, heav

y particles can only be produced with high energy injected. So as described 

at the beginning, high energy particles such as cosmic rays at a high altit

ude could make researchers find the Lambda particle. Moreover, Lambda and s

trange quark can be regarded as unusual in the sense of lifetime. Lambda ca

n’t survive for more than 20 ns (1 ns  = 10^-9 seconds), and similar stran

ge-contained particles have shorter lives. To sum up, Lambda rarely appears 

and it disappears immediately, so ordinary observation can’t detect it. 

 

Strange quarks compounds including Lambda have fascinated many physicists s

ince its discovery. Some of them collected high-energy cosmic rays occasion

ally producing Lambda particles and also produced them artificially. Others 

have achieved to explain mathematically what the strange quark is. 



The former physicists are generally called experimentalists. Their goal is 

to make the strange quark compounds table more broadly and more precisely, 

like the well-established periodic table. They have revealed empirically th

e strange quark’s physical properties such as mass and lifetime. They also 

discovered several types of strange compounds, including a family of Lambda 

particles and nuclei containing Lambda particles. In the study of strange o

r Lambda compounds, they determined experimentally the strength of interact

ion. Moreover, their effort covered producing high-performance apparatus to 

determine the physical values with as small as possible uncertainty. 

The latter physicists are theoreticians. They revealed why physical quantit

ies take their values. They also have found the universality of many releva

nt physical states or values. They could predict unknown particles with the

ir knowledge. Their efforts resulted in the theory called “the Standard Mo

del” covering almost all particle physics. It has achieved great success a

nd is now believed to be the ultimate and fundamental theory of all nature.  

What I point out is that experimentalists and theoreticians seem to contras

t but are compensated for each other. Experimentalists’ data helps theoret

icians build a theory and theoreticians' prediction helps experimentalists 

design their plans. They have been good colleagues with the same interest a

s strange and Lambda.  

 

What is interesting is that Lambda or strange quark may probably not be rel

evant to our lives. As described above, they are hard to exist in the ordin

ary world. It is suspicious whether such rare and short-lived particles dir

ectly influence us. 

Despite abnormality, physicists have been driven by their curiosity, not kn

owing their results will change the world. Their curiosity-driven attitude 

potentially turned out to unravel the unexpected aspects of the world. If t

hey didn’t have tried to reveal the unknown particle at its discovery, now

adays abundant physical triumphs wouldn't exist. Many of the physical trium



phs are reevaluated after their discoveries, so continuing the study of app

arently unimportant results is quite emphasized. 

Lambda is one example of reevaluated results. As described simply, all ordi

nary matter is composed of up and down quarks, so strange quarks or Lambda 

seemed completely extraordinary. However, recent studies have implied Lambd

a can be a probe of protons, neutrons and their compounds, atoms.  

Let me explain simply. In particle physics, protons or neutrons tend to exp

el the same kind of particles from the nucleus. Because of this, if we want 

to survey atom structures by injecting ordinary matter, it cannot enter the 

center of atoms. However, Lambda can. Protons or neutrons almost neglect La

mbda. Lambda is believed to be an excellent probe of atoms. It is paradoxic

al but interesting that an unordinary particle can be useful for ordinary m

atter survey by its abnormality. 

Since its discovery as a star shape footprint, Lambda has been a topic of i

nterest in particle physics and nuclear physics. It is extraordinary and se

ems far from our ordinary world. Nevertheless, it can tell us about our wor

ld from outside. Once we review the histories, this magnificent idea is the 

outcome of researchers’ curiosities. To focus on strangeness even though i

t seems useless, is one of the most important attitudes of science.  
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